The Victoria collection launched in 2010 is the first example of novero´s ability to combine fashion
with purpose, embodying the creative potential of its designers, and offering a glimpse into its future.
The collection captures the beauty of finely crafted jewelry, the ease of hands-free innovation, and
novero’s willingness to challenge the status quo, to be the first communication accessory of its kind.
As a collection, Victoria imbues contemporary design and timeless materials with unmatched
Bluetooth innovation to deliver more than a hands-free earpiece. The result is a line that
encompasses everything from pure gold and silver, to Lapis Lazuli and diamonds, to the very latest
in communication beauty.
The collection is unique and available in two lines: La Première Édition and Prêt-á-Porter Collection.

La Première Édition
Custom pieces which are on sale at the world’s most exclusive jewelry stores. Customers can also
commission their own piece with the jewels and precious metals they desire by contacting novero.
The two most exclusive pieces of this edition are Les Carats and Pavée noire.

Les Carats – white gold, natural pearls, diamonds

Pavée noire – white gold,
Tahiti pearls, black diamonds

Prêt-á-Porter Collection
Handcrafted pieces available through distinguished retailers and online through novero.com

Victoria lapis
Lapis lazuli is a breath taking stone, prized
since time began for its intense shade of blue,
and dusted with distinct, golden flecks of
pyrite. The lapis is a stone set in history, hand
polished to the highest degree, and framed in
beautiful, polished silver. Designed to sit low
and long around the neck, its contemporary
design, culminates from precious blue to
precious Bluetooth.

Victoria stripes
Stripes is molded from contemporary, black or
white silicone, but hatched with bright shafts
of traditional, brushed gold or silver. Stripes is
the embodiment of the spirit of Victoria; the
drama, the elegance, the love of beauty, the
thrill of innovation – all side by side. The piece
wraps close to the nape of the neck, like a
conventional choker, yet plunges past the
neckline to a round, polished pendant.

Victoria wave
Wave speaks a modern, minimalist language
of its own. It is the complex, encased in
simplicity. The elegant choker’s centerpiece is
a stunning yin-yang white and blue pendant –
the irony of the piece‘s two sides living in one
beautiful object – in perfect harmony.

Victor
Hand-crafted by in highly polished, piano-black
cubes, and finished with a brushed, silver plated
cap, Victor lets allows for every call to be made
in style. Victor is designed as a discrete pendant,
which arcs around the neck, and clips to the shirt
or jacket, so it’s always there.

technical product specifications:
_ up to 4 hours talk-time
_ up to 100 hours stand-by-time
_ voice telephony via Bluetooth 2.1 and Handsfree Profile 1.5
_ filters background noise and echo cancelling using DSP technology
¬_ easy pairing, enters pairing mode when switched on
_ charging via micro-USB interface
novero strives to challenge the conventional to create products that blend seamless beauty into people’s
lifestyle. The company´s philosophy draws inspiration from the world’s finest art and infuses it with the
functionality of cutting edge technology to deliver communication in the most striking, yet innovative
manner.

